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Abstract:  Convergence, an intensely discussed topic, remains a particularly important issue for 
the European economy, characterized by heterogeneity. The objective of the present analysis is to 
find out, based on the values of GDP per capita and of the growth rate corresponding to the 
period 1997-2017, by means of consecrated (β and  convergence) and alternative methods of 
study of convergence, the number of years necessary for the non-Eurozone European countries 
(NEZC) as a group and separately to catch up with the EU27 average and with the Eurozone 
countries (EZC) and Sweden. We start from the assumption that the economy of the European 
developed countries will maintain the average rhythm of growth of the last 27 years. The 
simulation of convergence shows a progress tendency of the NEZC group in a context of 
persistent development gaps. Even when 10% growth rates are registered, NEZC need over a 
decade to reduce development gaps. NEZC, as a group and separately, showed a trend that 
facilitated the reduction of economic gaps, proved by β convergence, and partially by  
convergence, but at growth rates of over 4%, in some of the cases such as Bulgaria and Romania, 
the process is slow; the Czech Republic and Hungary hold the best chances of convergence in a 
relatively short period.    
Keywords: economic convergence, economic growth, Eurozone Countries (EZC), Non-Eurozone 
Countries (NEZC), the catch-up effect 

 
Introduction 

Convergence is a European objective even for less developed member countries. In the case of some of 
the recent EU members, joining the Union was perceived as a process that would standardize life 
conditions on the European territory. To the great disappointment of these states’ populations, it turned 
out that a standard of life comparable to the one of the Western European economies is impossible to 
reach overnight. The status of member does not guarantee a standard of life similar to that of the old 
member states, but yet this is a wish to fulfil and an objective to meet in the future, tightly related to the 
process of economic growth. The latter, in its turn, depends upon the typology of factors that have a role 
to play in the case of each country. Only a sustainable growth supports real convergence of the economy. 
Where the relatively high rates of growth have fragile factors as a support, the nominal convergence will 
not transform into the real one. Consequently, the reduction of gaps compared to developed economies 
takes place slowly, not at all in some miraculous way, disappointing the population of less developed 
countries whose expectations are always great. 
 
The researches concerned with the European economic convergence reached different results, as we will 
see in the first part of this paper. Results differ according the chosen methodology. Exact forecasts are 
excluded, as economic and social evolution always depends on a wide range of factors, with different 
results in space and time. Reality especially validated less optimistic scientific results about the 
convergence of EU less developed countries, though we cannot deny the progress these countries 
accomplished; yet, this was not enough in order to guarantee the population the standard of life they are 
looking for, comparable to the developed European members.   
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In order to estimate the convergence time of NEZC in relation to the European average, to EZC and 
Sweden, we analyzed first the results of other researches on similar topics and using similar 
methodologies. The analysis proper starts with methodological explanations, and continues with 
explanations of the results obtained. The results we reached are circumscribed by those that have already 
been obtained, considering that NEZC go through a process of convergence in the period 1997-2017. 
What we have highlighted is the different ability of these countries to transform the nominal convergence 
into a real one, as well as the period of time they are to do it. The results obtained describe a heterogenous 
Europe, which will continue to evolve at different speeds. The Czech Republic and Hungary have the 
highest chances to reduce development gaps compared to EZC and Sweden, while Romania and Bulgaria 
remain the economies of the NEZC group whose convergence need the longest period of time, in spite of 
the relatively high growth rates registered over the last years. We can notice, in the case of Romania and 
Bulgaria, social and economic improvement, so that an intensification of disparities as a result of a 
process of divergence is as possible as a reduction, as a result of convergence, the direction of these two 
economies being not so clear and always allowing for changes. I have structured the work as follows: 
literature review, the convergence framework of the European states, methods and methodology, and 
conclusions. 
 

1. Literature Review 
EU States’ Economic Growth 

In Western Europe, after World War II, the economic growth was so accelerated and it differed so much 
from the time’s conception of reality, that it was compared to a – Belgian, German, Italian and French – 
miracle, even though there are no economic miracles [23]. The differences of growth between the 
European countries can be explained by means of those of economic structure. [1] The differences 
between the European regions are to be explained, according to Guisan and Fridas [15], not only by the 
differences of incomes and the disparities between the labour markets, but also by some circumstances 
affecting social wealth, such as education, health, the legal system or activities of governmental 
institutions. Tabellini, following an analysis of gross value added per capita in the case of 69 regions of 8 
European states (France, West Germany, UK, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain and Portugal) in the 
period 1970-2001, shows that there is an obvious relation between culture, literacy, institutions and 
growth. [30] 
 
Rivera-Batiz and Romer showed that the economic integration of the countries with a similar level of 
income per capita leads to long-run growth if it technological innovation, as a result of the stimulation of 
research-development activities, is accelerated, but also when the trade of goods is extended. [26] 
 
In relation to the EU membership, Baldwin and Seghezza notice that the process accelerated the growth, 
as a result of economic liberalization, which, in its turn, stimulated the expansion of the investments of 
physical capital in Europe. [2] 
 
Esteban attributes interregional inequity to the differences in the structure of sector activities and also to 
the disparities in productivity. [12] 
 
Figuet and Nenovsky remark, following their analysis of European convergence, that Romania and 
Bulgaria differ very much from the rest of the economies; also, Bulgaria goes faster in terms of 
integration, registering nominal, but not real convergence, in the context of an economy more ‘elastic’ to 
shocks than Romania’s one, in whose cases one can notice positive, but insignificant signs of 
convergence. [13] 
 
Gijium, Behrens, Hinterbergher, Luts and Meyer assess, in an analysis of sustainability, scenarios 
regarding the extraction of natural resources at a European and global level, showing in its basic scenario 
that, in a context in which the resource exploitation on the European territory remains the same until 
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2020, while internal resources decrease, than imports increase, thus creating the framework for a Europe 
which, in the future, will rely more and more upon products made abroad and where the pressures upon 
he environment will grow bigger, the economic will get polarised between winners and losers, and the 
sectors associated to the extraction of resources or based on intensive energy based production will be 
confronted with a reduction of production and of investments. [14] 
 
Paas and Vahi consider innovations – which contribute to the growth of productivity and to a competitive 
advantage, the privilege of the countries that invest substantially in the research-development activity, 
both in the private and the public sectors – as the reason for the European regional disparities, while the 
persistent gaps of the GDP will remain a challenge for the EU economy. [24] 
 
The EU28 countries went, in the period 1999-2014, through a process of real convergence, the best results 
being registered, in the period 1999-2014, by the countries which adopted the Euro in 2002, but also by 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and Slovakia. [9] 
 
A study dedicated the Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries show that the growth model based 
on the consumption of resources and on indebtedness proved to be ineffective and unsustainable, and the 
economic growth of these states (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, 
Slovenia, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Romania and Croatia) converges towards the EU one, but their results differ 
to a great extent. In his analysis, Disoska points out that the states with a low economic level tend to 
develop faster and to reduce the wealth disparities as a result of the technological transfer, of the 
structural changes, of the intensification of changes as a result of the elimination of commercial barriers, 
of the stimulation of direct investments that supported technological transfer but without noticing a 
significant progress towards results like those of the developed states, at least for the period 1995-2014. 
[8]  
 
Wojciech analysing the socio-economic development of EU27 in the period 2004-2013 by means of 
multidimensional taxonomic methods, with the help of GDP/capita, occupation rates, expenses on 
research as a GDP percentage, notices that Romania and Bulgaria are European states with a high degree 
of similarity, making up together an object divergent from the rest of the members. [33] 
 
Presently, the European model does not function as well as in the years following the World War II, and 
compared to the USA, productivity is inferior and the regulations are ineffective [4]. Yet, after 2016, the 
economic growth of EU28 recovered, being sustained by the internal demand and the exterior trade. 
According to EEAG (European Economic Advisory Group), in the period 2013-2014, in the case of 
EU28, on average, the import exceeded the export, but in the context of a resuming growth at a global 
level and of the currency undervaluation, new conditions were created for a European economic growth, 
supporting the private consumption and investments, but also the reduction of the economic gap of the 
CEE EU member states. [10] 
 
For 2020, economic growth of EU28 was forecasted to 1.2%, contrasting China – 6.1%, India – 7.3%, 
Japan – 0.5%, SUA – 2.3%, a moment when the average GDP per capita will reach 43,720 dollars, while 
in the case of China it will reach 17,060 dollars, India 6,990 dollars, Japan 39,320 dollars, and USA 
59,400 dollars. [19] 
 
A forecast of The Economist Unit prognosticates that some countries in Europe, especially Greece, 
Portugal and Germany, will register a decrease of the labour force of one fifth by 2050, an aspect that will 
influence growth, while China, India and Mexico will register increases of the nominal GDP, and USA, 
Japan, Germany, UK and France will register decreases and Brazil will maintain its nominal GDP value 
relatively consistent. [31] Southern Europe will need many years of strong economic growth in order to 
balance its labour market [16] according to a Golden Sachs report, and according to SEB Group, the 
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forecasts for the Eurozone, the Baltic countries, the Western and Northern Europe remain optimistic, in 
the context of a rising occupation rate, of increasing private expenses, and of decreasing political 
instability and budget deficits. [28] 

 
Economic Convergence of the European Countries 

The convergence in the European area is an intensely debated topic, as this is the process by which the 
disparities between the countries decrease, and the degree of economic homogeneity increases. [5] 
Broadly speaking, convergence supposes a levelling out tendency of the income per capita at a regional 
level, and strictly speaking it represents the relatively quick development of some least developed regions 
compared to the develop ones, allowing for a reduction of the differences between them. [7] 
 
Using alternative approaches for the analysis of the convergence, starting from the idea that the evolution 
of the distribution in the whole region is more important than the average one, notice that the 
manifestation of a continuous European productivity while this is not accompanied by one of the standard 
of life measured by GDP per capita, and that the place and physical geography are important without 
limiting the possibility of the peripheral areas to reduce the gaps. [21] 
 
The examination of the real and nominal convergence in the case of Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia, 
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia indicates a slow and consistent 
evolution of the real convergence per capita towards the European standards, as well as the convergence 
of the strong inflation and of the interest rate, these countries being considered to need a few decades 
from the moment the analysis was made in order to finish the convergence process. [20] 
 
The hypothesis of the real convergence was studies by Cuñado and Perez de Garcia in the case of some 
CEE states, including compared to Germany and USA, for the period 1950-2003, no real manifestation of 
the process being remarked. Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary reduced their disparities compared to 
Germany, but only Poland managed to reduce them compared to the USA. [6] 
 
Vojinović and Prόchniak studied the σ and β convergence GDP per capita for ten European countries, 
reaching the conclusion that in the second half of the 1990s and in the 2000s, the existence of both types 
of convergence was confirmed, at a rate of 2.87% in the period 1995-2006 and of 3.23% in the period 
1996-2006, while the differences of incomes are still high. [32] 
 
Mikulić et al analysed the regional convergence in the period 2001-2008, by the method of β 
convergence, taking into consideration the demographic variables, the conditions of the labour market, the 
industrial structure, the institutional factors and the economic policy for the new member states and 
Croatia, reaching the conclusion that the process of convergence at a regional level is slower than the one 
at a national level, the highest disparities being registered in Romania, and the lowest in Slovenia and 
Croatia; in Bulgaria and Romania again, the inequalities increased, unlike Poland, where they decreased, 
and Croatia, where a relatively consistent trend of the convergence was maintained. [22] 
 
Simionescu, following the analysis of σ convergence for the period 2000-2012, notices that within the EU 
territory, convergence is not confirmed, but only an improvement of the situation. [29] 

 
2. Methods and Methodology 

The convergence is studied by different methods. The best known convergence hypotheses are the 
absolute (unconditioned) convergence, the conditioned convergence and the club convergence. [22] 
 
The unconditioned convergence involved the fact that the incomes per capita of the countries or regions 
converge in the long run towards the same unique and stable equilibrium, regardless of the initial 
conditions; the classical instrument to test it is the α and β convergence, these two indicators being 
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mutually correlated and verified. Sala-i-Martin uses the concepts of α and β convergence to measure the 
degree of convergence and the process speed. [27] β convergence is defined as a negative relation 
between the level of the initial income and the rate of economic growth. The theoretical framework of the 
hypothesis derives from the traditional neoclassic theory, whose premise is the fact that at the basis of the 
economic growth there are three production factors, the population, the accumulation of capital and 
technology. The higher the capital accumulations, the more temperate the marginal revenues and the 
economic growth in the developed countries. β convergence is tested by means of the equation proposed 
by Baumol (1) and its derivatives. [3] The hypothesis of absolute or unconditioned convergence is 
confirmed if the estimated β coefficient is statistically significant and negative. 
 

 = α + βln  + εt   (1) 
 

where T is the time, YT is the value of the variable at the end of the period of time, t0 is the initial time 
period, Yt0 is the real value of the variable at the beginning of the period, β is the slope, and εt represents 
the error. 
 
For instance, Ertur, Gallo and Baumont demonstrated that spatial dependency and heterogeneity count in 
the estimation of the process of β convergence for 138 European regions for the period 1980-1995, 
showing that the average rate of growth of the GDP per capita is positively influences by the average rate 
of growth of the neighbouring regions, starting from the equation (2) [11]. 
 

gt = αS + βY0 + εt (2) 
 

where gt represents the average rate of growth of GDP per capita, t being the period, Y0r the initial level 
of the GDP per capita, S the vector of unity, and ε the error. 
 
The conditioned convergence involves the fact that the incomes per capita of the economies in the long 
run converge only if the countries or regions in question have similar characteristics, usually in terms of 
technological level, socio-demographic features (education, population rise), institutional environments. 
The conditioned convergence occurs when there is a negative relation between the incomes per capita and 
the rates of growth. According to Ertur, Gallo and Baumont the conditioned convergence is tested with 
equation (3) and is verified if the estimated value of β is significantly negative. [11] 
 

g = αS + βY +λX + ε (3) 
 

where g represents the average rate of growth of the GDP per capita, X is the matrix of the constant 
explanatory variables in equilibrium.  
 
Club convergence is defined as being the process by which a country or a region belonging to the same 
club moves from ones equilibrium position to the equilibrium position of the club so that in conditions of 
stability the rate of economic growth would be similar for all economies of the club, an aspect supposing 
the necessity of homogeneity and the existence of similar initial conditions. [22] 
 
Quah introduces another type of convergence, the σ convergence, by means of which he shows that the 
negative relation between the economic growth and the real development level does not offer a unique 
answer in convergence terms, the relation tending to become negative if the income differences do not 
decrease. [25] 
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Iancu proposes the following calculation formula for  convergence [17]: 
 

 =  (4) 
 
where N represents the number of regions or countries. 

 
We will not insist upon the methodology of convergence. We will use the β and  methods of 
convergence and we will analyse the GDP per capita in order to obtain information about the process of 
European convergence.  
 
The objective of the paper is to calculate the period of time necessary for the NEZC, as a group and 
separately, to converge towards the European average, towards the EZC states and Sweden, is the 
reduction of economic gaps is proved to be possible.  
 
The indicators we used are the ones we consider relevant for economic growth, the GDP per capita and 
the rate of growth of the GDP per capita. The GDP per capita reflects the value of the production of a 
country in relation to the number of inhabitants, viewed as the best method to make comparisons that 
reflect the standard of life of the population. The rate of growth of the GDP per capita is the one that 
illustrates the rhythmicity of economy, in its dynamics. Except for their limitations, especially in the case 
of the GDP per capita (it does not take into consideration the environment costs, the size of the black 
economy or that of domestic economy), they remain significant for the study of economic convergence.  
 
The values of GDP per capita and the rates of growth were taken from the base of statistic data of the 
World Bank, being verifiable. The period we had in view was 1990-2017, as it offers a solid basis for an 
exhaustive analysis of convergence and for the simulation of the necessary time to reduce disparities.    
 
The convergence of NEZC is analysed in relation to the 19 countries of the Eurozone (EZC) and to 
Sweden, which we consider separately, as this is a state in the category the developed countries (the 
GDP/capita value in 1990 was 20107 dollars, and in 2017 – 50208.16 dollars, that is almost twice as big 
as the European average), but is not part of the group using euro as its currency.   
 
The analysis of the convergence was made for the EU27, the states in the Eurozone – EZC (Austria, 
Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain), Sweden and the countries 
outside the Eurozone – NEZC (Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania).  
 
To start with, we determined the average GDP per capita (table no. 1), based on the data in annexed tables 
1a, b, c. 
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Chart 1 
Average GDP per capita (1990-2017), dollars 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on data taken from 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG [34] synthesized in Table 1a, b, c (Annexes) 

 
We can notice the differences between the values of GDP per capita and the rates of growth (graphs 1 and 
2). A high rate of economic growth of the states in the NEZC group does not translate to the highest level 
of the GDP per capital. The states in the group, having started their process of economic growth later than 
those in the EZC group, have a higher progress potentiality, thus justifying the superior rate of growth of 
the GDP per capita. It is likely for the NEZC to maintain or even rise the annual rate of growth of the 
GDP per capita, but not of the value of the GDP per capita. With a view to economic convergence or 
homogenisation of the European states, the countries in the NEZC group should reach, in a period of time 
as short as possible, the economic results of the EZC group and of Sweden, considering that the average 
value of the GDP per capita is much under that of the EU27.  
 

Chart 2 
Annual percentage growth rate of GDP per capita (1990-2017) 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on data taken from 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG [34] synthesized in Table 2a, b, c (Annexes) 
 
Before calculating the convergence time, we will focus on the β convergence to see whether in the 
analysed framework the process of disparities reduction between the countries occurs. The β convergence 
is studied according to the following model: 
 

= α+ βln1995+ε (5) 
 
where α is constant. β is the slope, ε is the error, T is the analysed period of time (1995-20017). 

 
We will calculate the convergence time of NEZC, as a group and separately, based on the method 
proposed by Aurel Iancu who, following the analysis of Romania’s convergence using as a calculation 
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basis the value of the GDP per capita for the period 1980-2003, 1990-2004, reached the conclusion that 
this country is and will remain a peripheral one, and the convergence of the Romanian economy is an 
illusion [18], a remark that has not yet been disconfirmed. 
 
We will therefore calculate the necessary time for convergence of NEZC compared to the European 
average according to the formula (6), deduced from the equality YtNEZC = YtEU (6): 

 

t =  (7) 
 

Y0EU = value of GDP per capita for EU27 
Y0NEZC = value of GDP per capita for NEZC 
r0EU = average rhythm of growth of EU27 
r0NEZC = average rhythm of growth of NEZC 

 
The convergence will take place in a reasonable period of time if the NEZC will register annual average 
rhythms of convergence higher than those of EU27, i.e. roNEZC roEU. Convergence occurs when YtNEZC = 
YtEU (6), where 
 

YtNEZC = Y0NEZC(1+rNEZC)t (8) 
YtEU = Y0EU(1+rEU)t (9) 

 
This algorithm will be also used to calculate the convergence time for the NEZC group and for each 
country separately, in relation to the EU27 average, to EZC and to Sweden.  
 
Therefore, we can formulate the following hypotheses of the research: 

H1: NEZC converge to EZC and Sweden. 
H2: NEZC reduce, as a group and separately, the time of convergence to EU27, EZC and 

Sweden. 
H3:  convergence is confirmed for NEZC 

 
The number of years necessary to convergence will be determined starting from the presumption that in 
the future there will be rates of growth within the interval (4%-10%). The rates of growth lower than 4% 
counterbalance the process of convergence and will not modify favourably the present state of the 
analysed economies. In order to surprise the positive effects of the rise of GDP per capita in its dynamics, 
our option was to relate to positive rates of growth high enough to determine an ascendant movement of 
the economy. 

 
3. Results and Discussions 

The hypotheses of the research are validated in the proposed order, starting from the demonstration, by 
the method of β convergence, of the fact that NEZC reduce the development gaps. The time period 
necessary to the convergence decreases as the rate of economic growth increases, so that the  
convergence is confirmed. 

1. β convergence of the NEZC states (validation of the H1 hypothesis: NEZC converge towards the 
EZC and Sweden) 
The determination of β convergence of the NEZC group was made based on formula (5).  
 

= α+ βln1995+ε (5) 
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The values for the calculation of natural logarithms are presented in the table below: 
 

Table no. 1 Calculating values for natural logarithms 
 ln1995  

EU27 9.797676 0.035943924 
EZC 9.723153 0.041072469 

Sweden 10.03399 0.03434535 
Bulgaria 8.579176 0.058288891 
Croatia 8.970388 0.050728938 
Czech 

Republic 
9.528908 0.042235473 

Hungary 9.124346 0.048672175 
Poland 8.944345 0.057895987 

Romania 8.603943 0.067642098 
Pearson Coefficient -0.955 
Coefficient of determination R2 0.912 
Coefficient of covariance -0.00508 

Source: author’s calculations 
 

Diagram 1. β convergence NEZC 

 
 

As one can notice, the dispersion diagram has a decreasing tendency, illustrating thus the manifestation of 
a relation of linearity, correlation being relatively intense. The linear equation of the form y = a + bx 
becomes y = 0.2348 – 0.0201x, and R2 = 0.912, so β takes the value of –0.0201, and α takes the value of 
0.2348, in which case the model will be written under the form of: 
 

= 0.2348 – 0.0201ln1995 
 

The negative value of the β parameter shows that NEZC passed through a process of convergence in the 
period 1995-2017. The value of the coefficient of correlation (Pearson) of – 0.955 indicates a very good 
association between the values of the GDP per capita, meaning that the evolution of the indicator 
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influences the degree of economic convergence, and the relation between the variables is intense. The 
significance for the values of the coefficient of determination, i.e. 0.912, is that 91.2% of the variation of 
the GDP per capita is explained by the linear relation with the initial value of the indicator. The negative 
coefficient of covariance demonstrates also the reversed relationships between the variables.  
 
The study of the β convergence validates the H1 hypothesis, the NEZC reduce their gaps compared to 
EZC and Sweden, and the period the process needs will be determined once the H2 hypothesis is 
validated.   
 

2. Simulation of the convergence time (H2: NEZC reduce their time of convergence compared to 
EU27, EZC and Sweden) 

 
The simulation of the necessary time for the economic convergence of NEZC was made considering the 
point of reference the average GDP per capita and the average rates of economic growth for the period 
1997-2017. We assume that the NEZC register rates of growth between 4% and 10%, and EZC maintain 
the average rate of growth in the period 1990-2017, i.e. 2.38%, and Sweden that of 1.53%.  
 
The simulation of the convergence of the NEZC to EU27, EZC and Sweden show a decreasing tendency 
of the time in which the analysed group of countries reduces the gaps compared to EZC and Sweden. The 
higher rates of economic growth of the NEZC, the shorter the convergence time. Therefore, the H2 
hypothesis, according to which the NEZC reduce the time of convergence compared to EU27, EZC and 
Sweden, is verified.  
 
A 4% economic growth allows for the NEZC to align to the EU27 average in about 82 years, to the EZC 
in about 148 years, and to Sweden in over 116 years. The acceleration of the rhythm of growth of the 
GDP per capita reduces the time of convergence. Assuming that the economy of the NEZC group 
increases with an average rhythm of about 10%, they will still need over 38 years to cover the gaps 
compared to the European average, over 49 years compared to the EZC group and about 54 years 
compared to Sweden (graph 3, tables 1, 2, 3 of the Annexes). 
 
Bulgaria is one of the NEZC members whose gaps are and will remain high, even in a context of a rhythm 
of growth of 10%. Bulgaria will reduce the time of convergence to EU27, EZC and Sweden at a slow 
rhythm. The difference between a rate of economic growth of 4% and one of 10% means for Bulgaria a 
reduction of over 40 years of the gap compared to the EU27 average, of over 85 years compared to the 
EZC group and of about 55 years compared to Sweden. The time for the decrease of the disparities of 
growth confirms that Bulgaria remains a peripheral European country (graph 4 and tables 1, 2, 4 of the 
Annexes). 
 
The economy of Croatia has, in its turn, gaps of growth to cover, as over 72 years separate it from the 
average EU27, over 131 years from the EZC group and about 107 years from Sweden, at a rate of growth 
of 4%. The disparities decrease, in the case of this state as well, as the rhythm of growth increases. A rate 
of growth of 10% maintain temporary differences of about 34 years compared to the European average, of 
over 43 years compared to the EZC and of over 49 years compared to Sweden (graph 5 and tables 1, 2, 5 
of the Annexes).  
 
The Czech Republic registers a smaller gap compared to the reference economies. The necessary time for 
Czech Republic to catch up with EU27, EZC and Sweden is 31 years, over 58 years and about 65 years 
respectively, if the rate of economic growth is 4%, and of over 14, 19 and 39 years if the rhythm of 
growth is a two-digit number (10%) (graph 6 and tables 1, 2, 6 of the Annexes). 
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Hungary reduces the time of convergence compared to EU27, EZC and Sweden because the rates of over 
4% support economic growth and allow for a decrease of the gaps compared to the European average, 
EZC and Sweden in a period of time of 69 years, 126 years and 104 years. A rate of growth of 10% 
allows for Hungary to reduce the time of convergence to about 32 years compared to the European 
average, 42 years compared to the EZC group and 48 years compared to Sweden (graph 7 and tables 1, 2, 
7 of the Annexes). 
 
Poland registers significant time gaps in relation to the EU27 average, EZC and Sweden. At a rate of 
growth of 4%, the period to cover the gaps compared to the European average is about 67 years, to the 
EZC group of about 104 years and to Sweden of 94 years. A rate of 10% reduces the convergence time 
period to 39 years in relation to EU27, to 51 in relation to EZC and to 55 in relation to Sweden (graph 8 
and tables 1, 2, 8 of the Annexes). 
 
Romania has also a decreased convergence time compared to EU27, EZC and Sweden. Romania, in the 
case of a rate of growth of 4%, needs over 122 years to get aligned to the European average, 220 years for 
the EZC group and over 157 years for Sweden. Provided that the rate of economic growth is 10%, 
Romania reduces its time of convergence, but before speaking about full convergence, the temporary 
perspectives remain remote, of over 57 years compared to the EU27 average, of about 73 years compared 
to the EZC group and Sweden (graph 9 and tables 1, 2 and 9 of the Annexes). 
 
Chart 3 

The number of years required for NEZC’s convergence for different economic growth rates 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on Table 1, 2 and 3 (Annexes) 

 
Chart 4 

The number of years required for Bulgaria’s 
convergence for different economic growth rates 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on Table 1, 2 and 4 
(Annexes) 
 

Chart 5 
The number of years required for Croatia’s 

convergence for different economic growth rates 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on Table 1, 2 and 5 
(Annexes) 
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Chart 6 
The number of years required for Czech’s 

convergence for different economic growth rates 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on Table 1, 2 and 6 
(Annexes) 

Chart 7 
The number of years required for Hungary’s 

convergence for different economic growth rates 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on Table 1, 2 and 7 
(Annexes) 

Chart 8 
The number of years required for Poland’s 

convergence for different economic growth rates 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on Table 1, 2 and 8 
(Annexes) 

Chart 9 
The number of years required for Romania’s 

convergence for different economic growth rates 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on Table 1, 2 and 9 
(Annexes) 

 
Summarising the results obtained, we notice the convergence time of the Czech Republic and of Hungary, 
much shorter than the rest of the NEZC group. Poland and Croatia manage to achieve convergence in a 
period of time shorter than Romania’s and Bulgaria’s ones, who are slow countries, with slow economic 
dynamics, which will remain at the periphery of EU27 (graph 9 of the Annexes). The convergence time 
depends upon the level of the rate of growth, but also, to a great extent, on that of the GDP per capita. The 
higher the value of the GDP per capita, the higher the chances that, under the influence of a big rate of 
growth, the time of convergence diminish. Presently, Czech Republic and Hungary have the highest value 
of the GDP per capita, while Romania and Bulgaria have the lowest values of this indicator (table 1a,b,c 
of the Annexes). This demonstrates, once again, that the initial conditions are extremely important for the 
future economic evolution. 
 
The analysis of the convergence time is not a static one, but one starting from the presumption that the 
economy of the states of the Eurozone and that of Sweden will evolve at the average rhythm of the period 
1990-2017; this can reflect reality only accidentally, as the rate of growth can fluctuate significantly under 
the impact of the factors of influence (political, economic, social or factors of different other natures). The 
same thing is true for the countries outside the Eurozone, whose average rate of growth in the period 
1990-2017, was 2.56%. The time of convergence of NEZC dilates in a context in which their rate of 
growth remains under 4%, and that of the economies of reference goes up above the average values taken 
into consideration. What we simulated represents a positive scenario in which the members of the 
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Eurozone and Sweden keep the average rhythm of the last 27 years, while the rest advance with much 
higher rates of growth. 

 
3.  convergence of NEZC states 

 
H3 hypothesis is validated or not by the analysis of  convergence. Sigma convergence is the most 
frequently used coefficient of variance, as it allows for comparisons. [29] A decrease of the values 
indicates the accomplishment of convergence, and the series of time are used for a discrete interval of 
time, from t to t + T, so that the reduction of gaps is confirmed for σt+T<σt (convergence) and an increase 
for σt+T>σt (divergence).  
 
In order to calculate the NEZC convergence to own point of equilibrium, we used the equation of  
convergence proposed again by Iancu [17]: 
 

t =  (10) 
 

Where Yi,t represents GDP per capita at the end of the period 
Ym,t represents the average GDP per capita 
N represents the number of countries 

 
In order to determine the  convergence, we divided the analysed period into five sub-periods (1990-
1994, 1995-1999, 2000-2004, 2005-2009, 2010-2017) of five years each except for the last one, which is 
the equivalent of eight. For the first subperiod, 1990-1994, we do not have the values of the GDP per 
capita for Croatia, so that its  convergence is analysed starting with 1995. The countries converge if the 
dispersion of the GDP per capita decreases over time. 
 

Table no. 2  values for the five analyzed sub periods 
 1990-1994 1995-1999 2000-2004 2005-2009 2010-2017 

Bulgaria 0.008717 0.006442 0.085129 0.059388 0.079737 
Croatia 0 0.033228 0.067535 0.037242 0.067223 
Czech Republic 0.020799 0.022329 0.060497 0.040274 0.069641 
Hungary 0.022807 0.046559 0.064753 0.037735 0.062513 
Poland 0.04912 0.0613954 0.064324 0.071596 0.071972 
Romania 0.0139928 0.002 0.110855 0.093263 0.112924 
 coefficient 0.3206988 0.6719664 0.453093 0.339498 0.46401 

Source: author’s calculations 
 
 convergence indicates the fact that the analysed countries went through oscillating periods of 
convergence and divergence. At the level of the whole NEZC group, we can notice a long process of 
divergence, very accentuated until 1999 and more tempered until 2004. Except for Poland, the period 
2000-2009 was characterised by convergence, but subsequently, the   values show they went through a 
new period of divergence, motivated by the way in which these countries answered the challenges of the 
economic crisis. For Poland, the   values show a tendency of relative stability. The divergence process 
was slow for Romania and Bulgaria, and more accentuated in Hungary, Czech Republic and Croatia. The  
 values indicate similar trajectories for almost all the members of the NEZC group, the difference being 
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just the amplitude of the convergence and divergence phenomena. In this situation, the H3 hypothesis is 
validated for the period 2000-2009 and partially after 2009, but not in the case of all countries.  
 
The 1990s were the years of change for the economic system in Central and Eastern Europe, a fact that 
explains the differences between the countries and their relatively divergent evolution. In a study made in 
2006, Cuñado and Perez de Garcia noticed that Czech Republic and Hungary were, at that moment, at the 
level of production of 1989, Poland had gone over it, while Bulgaria and Romania proved a very slow 
rhythm of recovery. [6] 
 

Conclusions 
The economic growth is an important objective for all the economies, especially for NEZC, the group we 
have focused on. It is well known that the process of growth has opposite results, as not every increase of 
the quantities measured by means of different indicators proves to have real outcomes in the economic 
and social development. An important role is played by the factors supporting the growth, but also by the 
way in which the measures of economic policy manage to channel the positive results towards fields of 
interest with effects of multiplication and acceleration. 
 
The research is a comparison, on the topic of the European convergence, between NEZC on the one hand, 
and EZC and Sweden on the other. The main criteria of determination of the European states are the 
insertion in the Eurozone. In the EU27 area, the economic convergence allows for an equalisation of the 
standard of life of the population and it strengthens the economic stability. The main objective of the 
paper was to analyse the GDP per capita and the rate of economic growth corresponding to the period 
1990-2017, in order to see to what extent, the member countries outside the Eurozone manage to reduce 
the gaps compared to the Eurozone, the EU27 average and Sweden. 
 
We started the analysis from three research hypotheses (NEZC went, in the analysed period of time, a 
period of convergence; the time for the reduction of gaps decreases as the rate of growth increases; and 
NEZC remains a sensible group in terms of convergence manifestation). 
 
The negative value of the β parameter, the values of the coefficients of correlation and determination 
certify the manifestation of NEZC’s convergence to the EU27 average, EZC and Sweden. 
 
Once the β convergence confirmed, we determined the speed for the reduction of gaps in the future, for 
NEZC as a group and separately, by each state, in relation to the EU27 average, to the EZC group and to 
Sweden. The assumption that the rates of growth of the NEZC will be between 4% and 10% can translate 
in reality in a completely accidental way, just like the assumption that the EZC group will grow by rates 
of 2.38%, while Sweden by 1.53%. A 4% rate allows a slow convergence, rather nominal than real in 
some of the cases, as is the case of Romania and Bulgaria. The growth of economy by rates of 10% halves 
the time of convergence, a situation when, in the most pessimistic scenario, the reduction of gaps will 
need about five decades. Considering NEZC member states, we can notice better results in some of the 
cases, such as Czech Republic and Hungary, and worse ones, like in Bulgaria’s and Romania’s case, who 
remain marginal states, with slow economies. 
 
The study of  convergence confirms the idea that the group of NEZC converges relatively slowly, and in 
a different way by members. Within the group, the  analysis shows an alternation of the periods of 
convergence with periods of divergence, except for Poland, this remained on a trend of relative stability. 
 
In conclusion, the NEZC are countries whose previous economic conditions influenced the future 
evolution, their convergence, as a group and separately, taking place more or less slowly, according to the 
results in the area of economic growth. We showed that these countries converge to the centres of 
European economic power, but the necessary time to reach this objective remains a problematic and 
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difficult answer; we evaluated this according to the value of the rate of growth between over 100 years 
and under 40 years, the countries with the best results being probably Czech Republic and Hungary, while 
the countries with modes results remain Bulgaria and Romania. The global, regional and national 
evolution can modify the reality; the results of the research become then null and void, as we started from 
a favourable scenario, that of a constant economic growth in the case of the countries from the Eurozone 
and of Sweden, and of a high one, between 4%-10% in the case of the non-Eurozone countries. The 
possible crises or measures of economic policy with undesirable effects could accentuate the development 
disparities. An evolution above the estimations opens the perspective of an analysis of the causes having 
favoured it, so that each EU member state be able to catch up with the developed European economies.       
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Annexes: 
 
Table no. 1a GDP per capita, 1990 – 2017 (dollars) 
Country 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

 EU28 14984.43 15625.48 16086.11 16394.98 17180.59 17991.88 18703.62 19510.33 20349.28 21142.03 22572.63 

Austria 19452.47 20585.15 21259.91 21700.71 22607.74 23658.77 24523.88 25412.37 26652.83 27606.48 29375.40 
Belgium 18768.81 19675.76 20349.59 20552.93 21601.00 22530.16 22886.13 23916.50 24543.93 25642.26 27984.00 
Denmark 26891.44 27011.38 29569.65 27597.97 29995.56 35351.38 35650.72 32835.93 33368.15 33440.80 30743.56 
Cyprus 13179.00 13367.81 14565.06 14657.71 15528.34 16885.68 17099.70 17857.16 18935.01 19881.06 21709.16 
Estonia      6283.49 6824.02 7838.45 8358.78 8368.21 9419.76 
Finland 18158.94 17557.46 17263.39 17459.63 18453.89 19556.57 20053.31 21768.61 23539.33 24768.65 26748.63 
France 17566.30 18322.66 18941.41 19183.77 19977.28 20744.01 21326.83 22231.18 23340.00 24307.50 26090.10 
Germany 19433.16 20952.53 21676.97 21836.50 22770.13 23579.55 24104.35 24633.19 25371.86 26360.15 27293.77 
Greece 13297.98 13997.54 14307.12 14328.62 14851.68 15407.64 16125.77 17146.23 18018.81 18464.73 19515.79 
Ireland 13745.45 14394.04 15110.91 15807.80 17006.27 18936.26 20474.74 22615.14 25039.01 26995.20 30173.20 
Italy 18557.11 19456.30 20052.21 20341.79 21217.23 22284.68 22963.16 23808.02 24926.56 25531.62 27022.86 
Latvia      5507.92 5795.21 6481.59 7070.92 7405.29 8018.05 
Lithuania      5923.60 6377.99 7066.71 7756.67 7821.67 8456.32 
Luxemburg 29680.29 32875.81 33785.32 35561.55 37196.02 39632.96 41334.75 42826.40 44360.28 50627.93 55340.10 
Malta 9343.35 9985.59 10582.57 11207.33 11980.08 12915.28 13672.05 15123.27 15855.69 16962.27 19422.71 
Netherlands 6819.89 7514.93 8156.44 8949.78 9736.56 10645.65 11624.97 12370.83 11297.63 11882.84 12927.84 
Portugal 11769.02 12721.24 13163.22 13184.91 13558.88 14384.59 14899.32 15783.79 16677.92 17723.46 18883.91 
Slovakia   7135.44 7429.33 8026.59 8647.47 9358.73 10063.74 10604.54 10700.71 11354.83 
Slovenia      13555.14 14268.85 15263.90 16027.62 17067.16 18047.50 

EZC 

Spain 13634.44 14410.23 14802.99 14921.30 15527.92 16217.14 16912.43 17860.61 19013.76 19907.16 21530.47 

Sweden 20107.98 20399.64 20502.32 20437.50 21571.76 22788.01 23600.17 24452.64 25483.41 27148.38 29275.84 

Bulgaria 5190.80 4959.48 4754.42 4833.89 5043.62 5319.72 5623.43 5686.06 6008.41 5751.47 6376.86 
Croatia      7866.65 8793.09 9369.87 9831.25 9748.71 10753.25 
Czech Republic 12666.46 11595.70 11787.90 12063.29 12673.86 13751.56 14580.27 14723.83 14894.23 15324.11 16188.23 
Hungary  8311.26 8243.47 8400.56 8844.28 9175.99 9338.51 9817.89 10403.03 10894.75 11876.08 
Poland 6178.85 5915.58 6183.62 6550.71 7029.36 7664.43 8252.79 8918.13 9463.71 10022.40 10651.21 

NEZC 

Romania 5262.05 4776.12 4497.17 4680.92 4975.73 5453.12 5775.14 5602.17 5577.18 5632.32 5877.08 
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Table no. 1b GDP per capita, 1990 – 2017 (dollars) 
Country 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

 EU28 23689.64 24733.14 25324.59 26558.90 27505.43 29757.46 31530.70 32957.67 32161.55 33259.69 

Austria 29739.94 31178.69 32106.47 33755.14 35013.71 37627.97 39385.74 41316.23 40919.15 42047.03 
Belgium 28982.60 30482.78 31054.31 32249.50 33332.33 35390.85 36866.27 38133.50 38001.99 40091.01 
Cyprus 23263.43 23964.76 24300.46 26082.76 28169.56 30482.61 32993.28 34823.65 33882.10 33263.02 
Denmark 30751.65 33228.69 40458.77 46511.60 48799.82 52026.99 58487.05 64322.06 58163.29 58041.41 
Estonia 10311.35 11590.60 13063.81 14424.59 16516.14 19260.49 21960.51 22664.04 20498.71 21602.74 
Finland 27793.72 28567.17 28982.92 31129.30 31993.41 34367.47 37696.65 39969.39 37823.23 38775.17 
France 27524.43 28523.89 28139.56 29044.40 30498.58 32439.06 34082.46 35095.26 34678.94 35935.03 
Germany 28499.61 29326.91 29987.91 31428.63 31968.47 34246.21 36444.52 38028.77 37035.78 39225.60 
Greece 20981.01 22615.94 23868.52 25446.38 25577.52 28523.24 29286.87 30856.01 30359.93 28175.86 
Ireland 32572.66 35210.86 36235.38 38683.02 40438.11 44211.12 46751.60 44280.69 41613.34 43298.69 
Italy 27955.88 28641.56 29079.31 29457.89 30051.77 32336.16 33990.62 35402.92 34507.75 35042.20 
Latvia 9042.67 10070.00 11025.83 12218.73 13847.63 15754.62 18126.15 19432.22 16868.82 17575.73 
Lithuania 9459.49 10494.35 12066.82 13036.09 14526.13 16486.70 19092.25 20744.07 18142.65 20110.34 
Luxemburg 55941.38 58771.51 60035.20 64074.51 68220.06 77961.47 83967.26 86693.90 82263.44 85697.00 
Malta 19637.61 20561.68 20936.15 21408.69 22232.58 23226.96 24889.06 26193.07 26134.92 27836.06 
Netherlands 13003.04 13626.96 14411.46 15507.32 16540.90 17667.87 18931.32 19873.17 19367.89 20680.30 
Portugal 19556.89 20367.66 20839.45 21483.32 22739.59 24658.56 25701.50 26631.56 26464.38 27334.81 
Slovakia 12381.66 13294.49 14138.78 15193.62 16616.13 18867.09 21161.49 23691.64 23055.08 24986.61 
Slovenia 18971.07 20305.02 21132.18 22785.02 23945.26 25766.54 27600.87 29624.19 27471.05 27766.42 

EZC 

Spain 22929.86 24363.01 25054.26 26189.46 27702.46 30819.24 32591.41 33463.65 32385.21 31954.24 

Sweden 29658.65 30587.76 31470.61 33540.02 33967.19 37423.16 40572.76 41853.70 39645.66 41627.97 

Bulgaria 6914.69 7726.40 8342.57 9126.07 10211.31 11315.01 12798.69 14328.93 14143.61 14948.60 
Croatia 11309.03 12283.73 13121.62 14092.60 14859.36 16927.23 18775.02 20246.99 19447.29 19239.75 
Czech Republic 17569.11 18189.23 19424.75 20806.61 21956.38 23779.57 26120.38 27844.80 27594.35 27694.40 
Hungary 13242.00 14549.59 15467.24 16251.38 17081.77 18300.33 19026.84 20678.68 20648.06 21555.86 
Poland 11111.22 11781.06 12256.30 13345.88 13895.92 15144.15 16785.07 18310.44 19242.99 21068.85 

NEZC 

Romania 6578.86 7179.14 7820.31 9134.36 9723.55 11689.10 13790.28 16726.73 16489.78 17027.14 
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Table no. 1c GDP per capita, 1990 – 2017 (dollars) 
Country 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 AvGDPpc AvGDPpc/pg 

 EU28 34720.34 35279.49 36492.38 37502.73 38457.38 39624.74 41125.60 26829.39 26829.39 

Austria 44452.73 46457.35 47922.05 48787.49 49883.04 50521.48 52397.75 34512.42 
Belgium 41248.73 42354.63 43519.78 44601.37 45414.89 46416.85 47840.20 32301.17 
Cyprus 33192.59 31914.62 30620.71 30383.51 31523.93 32707.87 34503.47 24990.64 
Estonia 24543.07 26022.47 27495.73 28538.43 28688.97 29743.34 31742.03 18076.51 
Denmark 61753.66 58507.50 61191.19 62548.99 53012.99 53578.76 56307.51 44648.15 
Finland 40683.53 40620.18 41293.52 41470.20 42071.19 43378.15 44865.84 30600.34 
France 37440.64 37679.13 39523.87 40141.59 40564.46 41357.99 42850.39 29555.38 
Germany 42692.52 43564.15 45232.20 47092.49 47810.84 48943.10 50638.89 32863.53 
Greece 26141.32 25284.46 26097.87 26838.46 26697.25 26764.96 27601.90 22377.84 
Ireland 45147.38 46374.24 48067.12 50994.31 68576.74 71388.76 75648.23 36778.22 
Italy 36347.34 36237.11 36131.13 36070.81 36640.12 38380.17 39426.94 29352.19 
Latvia 19773.38 21252.72 22676.38 23808.01 24510.16 25586.29 27598.33 15193.33 
Lithuania 22854.33 24658.01 26660.56 28174.36 28783.67 29862.32 32092.50 16984.68 
Luxemburg 92005.02 91622.18 95590.54 101640.05 102517.14 102389.44 103744.76 66298.44 
Malta 28618.50 29436.16 31063.86 33229.48 35787.88 37363.33 39534.92 21969.33 
Netherlands 21818.88 23006.93 24033.97 25487.61 26623.33 27682.61 29431.47 16415.08 
Portugal 26780.21 26454.10 27899.51 28746.65 29532.38 30658.63 31672.71 21438.29 
Slovakia 25835.00 26647.42 27897.60 28927.67 29522.04 30460.38 31616.48 17985.18 
Slovenia 28804.70 28900.88 29796.81 30854.10 31468.36 32723.07 34868.21 24218.00 

EZC 

Spain 32068.27 31988.25 32603.91 33709.65 34818.12 36305.22 37997.85 25417.23 

27227.78 

Sweden 43755.06 44724.97 45673.17 46524.18 47891.28 48904.55 50208.16 33707.02 33707.02 
Bulgaria 15676.15 16208.21 16631.66 17508.89 18115.23 19242.62 20329.34 10468.43 
Croatia 20750.44 21163.00 21779.98 22057.01 22723.61 23710.41 25264.44 16265.84 
Czech Republic 28797.42 29047.25 30485.71 32263.32 33468.73 34749.21 36327.25 21656.00 
Hungary 22841.21 23094.47 24463.20 25524.72 26147.54 26700.76 28107.89 16629.16 
Poland 22850.64 23833.21 24719.25 25602.42 26594.76 27383.25 29026.17 14992.23 

NEZC 

Romania 17997.88 18983.27 19859.45 20609.58 21566.07 23050.01 25840.84 11506.26 

15252.99 

Source: World Bank Data, GDP per capita, PPP (current international dollars); https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.CD 
Note: EZC – Euro Zone Countries 

NEZC – Non Euro Zone Countries 
AvGDPpc – Average GDP per capita 
AvGDPpc/pg – Average GDP per capita/per group 
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Table no. 2a Annual percentage growth rate of GDP per capita (1990-2017) 
 

Country 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
 EU28 2.63 1.22 0.75 -0.49 2.59 2.47 1.83 2.71 2.83 2.81 3.73 

Austria 3.55 2.41 0.98 -0.30 2.01 2.51 2.21 1.98 3.47 3.36 3.13 
Belgium 2.83 1.46 1.12 -1.35 2.91 2.17 1.40 3.46 1.76 3.33 3.38 
Cyprus 5.14 -1.83 6.53 -1.70 3.73 6.52 -0.27 1.12 3.95 3.66 4.61 
Denmark 1.47 1.39 1.95 0.01 5.33 3.02 2.9 3.26 2.21 2.94 3.74 
Estonia       6.89 13.08 5.12 -1.15 10.03 
Finland 0.23 -6.43 -3.87 -1.21 3.49 3.81 3.32 5.94 5.15 4.20 5.42 
France 2.33 0.96 1.10 -1.04 1.97 1.72 1.03 1.98 3.18 2.88 3.17 
Germany 4.35 4.35 1.15 -1.61 2.10 1.44 0.53 1.70 1.96 1.92 2.82 
Greece -1.05 1.87 -0.07 -2.18 1.49 1.62 2.41 3.97 3.32 2.68 3.50 
Ireland 8.38 1.35 2.64 2.18 5.34 9.07 6.96 9.19 7.37 9.38 8.11 
Italy 1.90 1.47 0.77 -0.91 2.13 2.89 1.26 1.78 1.59 1.54 3.66 
Latvia       3.52 10.07 7.53 3.46 6.43 
Lithuania       5.95 9.10 8.25 -0.43 4.56 
Luxemburg 4.01 7.20 0.48 2.81 2.42 0.02 0.02 4.39 4.73 7.03 6.79 
Malta 5.26 3.43 3.62 3.44 4.67 5.60 3.10 4.46 4.44 4.10 6.08 
Netherlands 3.47 1.64 0.94 0.55 2.34 2.61 3.09 3.76 3.88 4.35 3.50 
Portugal 4.18 4.61 1.17 -2.16 0.69 3.92 3.11 3.96 4.26 3.30 3.06 
Slovakia    1.51 5.79 5.53 6.53 5.87 3.87 -0.31 1.35 
Slovenia       3.58 5.26 3.51 5.20 3.85 

0.82EZC 

Spain 3.68 2.29 0.44 -1.54 1.90 2.30 2.25 3.26 3.88 4.06 4.82 
Sweden -0.02 -1.82 -1.74 -2.63 3.35 3.48 1.36 2.84 4.17 4.45 4.57 
Bulgaria -7.46 -7.53 -6.27 -0.69 2.16 3.32 1.23 -0.48 4.16 -5.48 5.46 
Croatia       10.00 4.83 3.47 -2.09 6.76 
Czech Republic 4.35 4.35 1.15 -1.61 2.10 1.44 0.53 1.70 1.96 1.92 2.82 
Hungary   -3.03 -0.46 3.09 1.63 0.19 3.55 4.48 3.48 4.48 
Poland  -7.34 2.20 3.47 5.07 6.81 5.98 6.39 4.58 4.65 5.66 

NEZC 

Romania  -12.16 -7.94 1.67 4.08 7.36 4.17 -4.54 -1.88 -0.25 2.53 
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Table no. 2b Annual percentage growth rate of GDP per capita (1990-2017) 
 

Country 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
 EU28 2.00 1.10 0.94 2.16 1.71 2.96 2.68 0.11 -4.64 1.88 

Austria 0.88 1.15 0.45 2.10 1.55 2.94 3.39 1.14 -4.02 1.59 
Belgium 0.47 1.33 0.35 3.19 1.53 1.83 2.69 -0.01 -3.04 1.81 
Cyprus 2.49 2.22 1.24 3.18 2.24 2.78 2.61 1.29 -4.37 -1.30 
Denmark 0.82 0.46 0.39 2.66 2.33 3.91 0.9 -0.51 -4,9 1.87 
Estonia 7.01 6.75 8.09 6.93 10.00 10.92 8.24 -5.17 -14.56 2.49 
Finland 2.35 1.43 1.75 3.62 2.43 3.66 4.74 0.25 -8.71 2.52 
France 1.22 0.39 0.11 2.03 0.84 1.66 1.73 -0.36 -3.44 1.46 
Germany 1.52 -0.17 -0.76 1.19 0.76 3.82 3.40 1.27 -5.38 4.24 
Greece 3.59 3.54 5.54 4.80 0.30 5.34 3.01 -0.60 -4.55 -5.60 
Ireland 4.13 4.53 1.45 4.75 3.72 2.71 2.21 -5.87 -5.59 1.25 
Italy 1.72 0.10 -0.29 0.93 0.45 1.70 0.96 -1.70 -5.91 1.37 
Latvia 7.85 8.35 9.48 9.52 11.90 12.92 10.88 -2.53 -12.98 -1.92 
Lithuania 7.41 7.62 11.44 7.75 9.50 9.13 12.41 3.69 -13.86 3.79 
Luxemburg 1.32 2.74 0.40 2.15 1.61 3.51 6.69 -3.03 -6.11 2.97 
Malta -0.14 2.22 1.87 -0.23 3.12 1.46 3.62 2.68 -3.19 3.04 
Netherlands 1.36 -0.53 -0.19 1.68 1.92 3.35 3.47 1.30 -4.26 0.88 
Portugal 1.23 0.22 -1.31 1.57 0.58 1.37 2.29 0.05 -3.07 1.85 
Slovakia 3.51 4.56 5.49 5.28 6.74 8.45 10.77 5.54 -5.55 4.94 
Slovenia 2.79 3.71 2.78 4.28 3.82 5.32 6.35 3.14 -8.63 0.80 

EZC 

Spain 3.28 1.44 1.34 1.40 1.99 2.43 1.87 -0.48 -4.42 -0.45 
Sweden 1.29 1.74 2.01 3.91 2.41 4.10 2.64 -1.33 -5.99 5.09 
Bulgaria 5.86 8.26 5.99 7.24 7.93 7.69 8.14 6.77 -2.96 1.99 
Croatia 3.11 5.25 5.56 4.11 4.09 4.83 5.24 2.09 -7.27 -1.17 
Czech Republic 1.52 -0.17 -0.76 1.19 0.76 3.82 3.40 1.27 -5.38 4.24 
Hungary 4.08 4.83 4.15 5.24 4.60 4.01 0.59 1.03 -6.46 0.91 
Poland 1.28 2.09 3.63 5.20 3.54 6.25 7.09 4.24 2.75 3.90 

NEZC 

Romania 7.08 7.13 6.29 8.98 4.82 8.70 8.45 10.08 -5.12 -2.23 
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Table no. 2c Annual percentage growth rate of GDP per capita (1990-2017) 
 

Country 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 AvGrGDPpc AvGrGDPpc/pg 
 EU28 1.79 -0.64 -0.04 1.43 2.01 1.66 2.19 1.51 1.51 

Austria 2.58 0.22 -0.56 0.04 -0.04 0.36 2.19 1.47 
Belgium 0.40 -0.49 -0.29 1.06 0.84 0.90 1.37 1.30 
Cyprus -2.21 -4.52 -5.72 -0.31 2.56 2.56 3.46 1.42 
Denmark 1.33 0.22 0.93 1.61 1.6 1.96 2.24 1.64 
Estonia 7.92 4.68 2.30 3.16 1.61 2.03 4.59 4.59 
Finland 2.10 -1.89 -1.21 -1.04 -0.19 1.84 2.34 1.29 
France 1.59 -0.30 0.06 0.46 0.65 0.78 1.43 1.06 
Germany 5.60 0.30 0.22 1.51 0.87 1.12 1.79 1.50 
Greece -9.00 -6.80 -2.54 1.41 0.37 0.17 1.50 0.64 
Ireland 2.54 -0.39 1.11 7.54 24.38 3.96 6.50 4.60 
Italy 0.40 -3.08 -2.86 -0.80 1.05 1.03 1.63 0.53 
Latvia 8.34 5.33 3.53 2.82 3.82 3.15 5.56 5.32 
Lithuania 8.47 5.23 4.55 4.43 3.00 3.65 5.32 5.50 
Luxemburg 0.29 -2.72 1.29 3.31 0.46 0.88 -0.68 1.96 
Malta 0.89 1.79 3.15 5.98 7.04 2.85 4.15 3.16 
Netherlands 1.19 -1.42 -0.48 1.06 1.81 1.67 2.54 1.62 
Portugal -1.68 -3.64 -0.59 1.44 2.24 1.94 3.00 1.34 
Slovakia 2.69 1.48 1.38 2.65 3.75 3.19 3.23 3.93 
Slovenia 0.44 -2.87 -1.27 2.88 2.18 3.07 4.91 2.50 

EZC 

Spain -1.35 -2.99 -1.38 1.68 3.51 3.19 2.86 1.47 

2.38 

Sweden 1.89 -1.02 0.39 1.59 3.42 1.95 0.82 1.53 1.53 
Bulgaria 2.57 0.61 1.43 1.91 4.28 4.67 4.32 2.33 
Croatia 2.87 -1.95 -0.37 0.31 3.19 3.89 3.99 2.76 
Czech Republic 5.60 0.30 0.22 1.51 0.87 1.12 1.79 1.50 
Hungary 1.95 -1.13 2.38 4.51 3.61 2.52 4.34 2.25 
Poland 4.96 1.61 1.45 3.36 3.91 2.91 4.53 3.71 

NEZC 

Romania 2.53 1.69 3.92 3.46 4.46 5.42 7.58 2.82 

2.56 

Source: World Bank Data, Annual percentage growth rate of GDP per capita; https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG 
Note: EZC – Eurozone Countries 

NEZC – Non Eurozone Countries 
AvGrGDPpc – Average of Growth Rate of GDP per capita 
AvGrGDPpc/pg – Average of Growth Rate of GDP per capita/per group 
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Table no. 3The number of years required for NEZC convergence for different economic growth rates 

Initial level of GDP per capita (2017) Average of Annual 
Growth Rates 

The number of years required for convergence for different NEZC economic 
growth rates 

Y0 Y0NEZC r 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

Y0EU 26829.39 15252.99 rEU 1.51 81.94 64.8 55.06 48.71 44.22 15.32 38.21 

Y0EZC 27227.78 15252.99 rEZC 2.38 147.98 100.97 79.59 67.25 59.16 53.42 49.1 

Y0Sweden 33707.02 15252.99 rSweden 1.53 116.39 91.82 77.91 68.87 62.49 57.69 53.95 
Source: author’s calculations based on table 1 and 2  
 
 
Table no. 4The number of years required for Bulgaria’s convergence for different economic growth rates 

Initial level of GDP per capita 
(2017) 

Average of annual 
Growth Rates 

The number of years required for Bulgarian convergence for different economic 
growth rates 

Y0 Y0Bg r 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

Y0EU 26829.39 10468.43 rEU 1.51 136.56 107.99 91.76 81.19 73.7 68.08 63.69 

Y0EZC 27227.78 10468.43 rEZC 2.38 244.11 166.56 131.29 110.94 97.6 88.12 81 

Y0Sweden 33707.02 10468.43 rSweden 1.53 171.65 135.41 114.9 101.57 92.14 85.08 79.56 
Source: author’s calculations based on table 1 and 2 
 
 
Table no. 5The number of years required for Croatia’s convergence for different economic growth rates 

Initial level of GDP per capita 
(2017) 

Average of annual 
Growth Rates 

The number of years required for Croatia convergence for different economic 
growth rates 

Y0 Y0Cr r 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

Y0EU 26829.39 16265.84 rEU 1.51 72.61 57.46 48.79 43.17 39.18 36.2 33.84 

Y0EZC 27227.78 16265.84 rEZC 2.38 131.56 89.76 70.76 59.79 52.6 47.49 43.65 

Y0Sweden 33707.02 16265.84 rSweden 1.53 106.96 84.37 71.59 63.29 57.41 53.01 49.57 
Source: author’s calculations based on table 1 and 2 
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Table no. 6The number of years required for Czechia’s convergence for different economic growth rates 

Initial level of GDP per capita 
(2017) 

Average of annual 
Growth Rates 

The number of years required for convergence for different Czechia`s 
economic growth rates 

Y0 Y0Ch r 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

Y0EU 26829.39 21656 rEU 1.51 31.08 24.58 20.88 18.48 16.77 15.49 14.49 

Y0EZC 27227.78 21656 rEZC 2.38 58.47 39.89 31.44 26.57 23.37 21.1 19.4 

Y0Sweden 33707.02 21656 rSweden 1.53 64.94 51.23 43.47 38.43 34.86 32.19 30.1 
Source: author’s calculations based on table 1 and 2 
 
Table no. 7The number of years required for Hungary’s convergence for different economic growth rates 

Initial level of GDP per capita 
(2017) 

Average of annual 
Growth Rates 

The number of years required for convergence for different Hungary`s 
economic growth rates 

Y0 Y0Hu r 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

Y0EU 26829.39 16629.16 rEU 1.51 69.4 54.88 46.63 41.26 37.45 34.6 32.37 

Y0EZC 27227.78 16629.16 rEZC 2.38 125.92 85.91 67.72 57.23 50.34 45.47 41.78 

Y0Sweden 33707.02 16629.16 rSweden 1.53 103.7 81.81 69.42 61.37 55.67 51.4 48.07 
Source: author’s calculations based on table 1 and 2 
 
Table no. 8The number of years required for Poland’s convergence for different economic growth rates 

Initial level of GDP per capita 
(2017) 

Average of annual 
Growth Rates 

The number of years required for convergence for different Poland`s economic 
growth rates 

Y0 Y0Po r 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

Y0EU 26829.39 14992.23 rEU 1.51 84.44 66.77 56.74 50.2 45.57 42.1 39.38 

Y0EZC 27227.78 14992.23 rEZC 2.38 152.39 103.97 81.96 69.25 60.92 55.01 50.65 

Y0Sweden 33707.02 14992.23 rSweden 1.53 118.93 93.82 79.6 70.35 63.84 58.94 55.12 
Source: author’s calculations based on table 1 and 2 
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Table no. 9The number of years required for Romania’s convergence for different economic growth rates 

Initial level of GDP per capita 
(2017) 

Average of annual 
Growth Rates 

The number of years required for convergence for different Romania`s economic 
growth rates 

Y0 Y0Ro r 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

Y0EU 26829.39 11506.26 rEU 1.51 122.84 97.71 82.54 73.03 66.29 61.24 57.29 

Y0EZC 27227.78 11506.26 rEZC 2.38 219.97 150.09 118.31 99.97 87.95 79.4 72.99 

Y0Sweden 33707.02 11506.26 rSweden 1.53 157.77 124.46 105.61 93.36 84.69 78.2 73.13 
Source: author’s calculations based on table 1 and 2 
 
 
Chart 9: The time required for NEZC's economic convergence towards EU28, EZC and Sweden 

 
Source: author’s calculations based on tables 1 - 9 
Note: 1-NEZC; 2-Bulgaria; 3-Croatia; 4-Czechia; 5-Hungary; 6-Poland; 7-Romania.  
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Table no. 10σ convergence for Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania 

Source: author’s calculations based on tables 1 - 9 

1990-1994 

 Yi,t Ym ln(Yi,t) ln(Ym) ln(Yi,t)-ln(Ym) [ln(yi,t)-ln(Ym)]2 N-1 σ 1990-1994 

Bulgaria 5043.62 4956.442 8.5258794 8.5084434 0.017435934 0.000304012 4 0.008717 

Croatia         

Czechia 12673.86 12157.442 9.4472969 9.4056968 0.041600112 0.001730569 4 0.020799 

Hungary 8844.28 8449.8925 9.0875262 9.041909 0.045617203 0.002080929 4 0.022807 

Poland 7029.36 6371.624 8.8578509 8.7596097 0.098241281 0.009651349 4 0.04912 

Romania 4975.73 4838.398 8.5123274 8.484339 0.027988419 0.000783352 4 0.0139928 

1995-1999 

 Yi,t Ym ln(Yi,t) ln(Ym) ln(Yi,t)-ln(Ym) [ln(yi,t)-ln(Ytm)]2 N-1 σ 1995-1999 

Bulgaria 5751.47 5677.818 8.6572108 8.6443223 0.01288847 0.000166113 4 0.006442 

Croatia 9748.71 9121.914 9.1848902 9.1184349 0.066455318 0.004416309 4 0.033228 

Czechia 15324.11 14654.8 9.6371827 9.5925232 0.044659478 0.001994469 4 0.022329 

Hungary 10894.75 9926.034 9.2960363 9.2029163 0.093120019 0.008671338 4 0.046559 

Poland 10022.4 8864.292 9.2125779 9.0897864 0.122791516 0.015077756 4 0.0613954 

Romania 5632.32 5607.986 8.6362767 8.6319469 0.004329782 0.00001874 4 0.002 

2000-2004 

 Yi,t Ym ln(Yi,t) ln(Ym) ln(Yi,t)-ln(Ym) [ln(yi,t)-ln(Ytm)]2 N-1 σ 2000-2004 

Bulgaria 9126.07 7697.318 9.1188904 8.9486272 0.170263196 0.028989556 4 0.085129 

Croatia 14092.6 12312.046 9.5534051 9.4183334 0.135071704 0.018244365 4 0.067535 

Czechia 20806.61 18435.586 9.943026 9.8220381 0.120987906 0.014638073 4 0.060497 

Hungary 16251.38 14277.258 9.6959331 9.5664232 0.129509907 0.016772816 4 0.064753 

Poland 13345.88 11829.134 9.498963 9.3783208 0.120642251 0.014554553 4 0.064324 

Romania 9134.36 7317.95 9.1197984 8.8980855 0.221712893 0.049156607 4 0.110855 

2005-2009 

 Yi,t Ym ln(Yi,t) ln(Ym) ln(Yi,t)-ln(Ym) [ln(yi,t)-ln(Ytm)]2 N-1 σ 2005-2009 

Bulgaria 14143.61 12559.51 9.5570182 9.4382334 0.118784784 0.014109825 4 0.059388 

Croatia 19447.29 18051.178 9.875463 9.8009662 0.074496783 0.005549771 4 0.037242 

Czechia 27594.35 25459.096 10.225366 10.144828 0.080537956 0.006486362 4 0.040274 

Hungary 20648.06 19147.136 9.9353766 9.8599084 0.07546822 0.005695452 4 0.037735 

Poland 19242.99 16675.714 9.8649021 9.7217087 0.143193429 0.020504358 4 0.071596 

Romania 16489.78 13683.888 9.7104961 9.5239744 0.186521713 0.034790349 4 0.093263 

2010-2017 

 Yi,t Ym ln(Yi,t) ln(Ym) ln(Yi,t)-ln(Ym) [ln(yi,t)-ln(Ytm)]2 N-1 σ 2010-2017 

Bulgaria 20329.34 17332.588 9.9198204 9.7603437 0.159476763 0.025432838 4 0.079737 

Croatia 25264.44 22086.08 10.137153 10.002703 0.134450328 0.018076891 4 0.067223 

Czechia 36327.25 31604.161 10.500323 10.361044 0.139279351 0.019398738 4 0.069641 

Hungary 28107.89 24804.456 10.243806 10.118779 0.125026995 0.01563175 4 0.062513 

Poland 29026.17 25134.819 10.275953 10.132009 0.143943751 0.020719803 4 0.071972 

Romania 25840.84 20616.78 10.159711 9.9338606 0.225850879 0.051008619 4 0.112924 


